Reader Discussion Guide
-Justice by Emily Conrad1. Which scene or moment from the story did you find yourself
thinking about after the story ended?
2. What surprised you about the story?
3. If you could change just one decision one character made
throughout the novel, which one would it be? What ripple effect might
that have?
4. Which character did you best relate to? Why?
5. Do you think Jake was right to refuse when Harold first tells him to
stop selling books? Why or why not?
6. Brooklyn didn't tell her closest friends or family what had happened
to her for months. Did you find it easy or hard to relate to this
decision? Why?
7. What do you think it means to be above reproach? Were Jake and
Brooklyn’s interpretations of this goal healthy or harmful?
8. Do you feel that the church responded correctly when news of
Brooklyn's pregnancy broke? Why or why not?
9. Brooklyn is a perfectionist. In what ways does this affect her
relationship with Jake? How does it affect her friendships with other
women?
10. When Caleb learns of the rape, he asks Jake, “If God is good, how did
this happen to her?” What would you reply?
11. Early on, Jake half-jokingly tells Devin they’ll always have each other.
In what ways is he right? Though Jake is Devin’s mentor, in what ways
does Devin help Jake?
12. Jake and Brooklyn both seek to stop the damaging effects of others'
actions. Jake claims to be pursuing justice while Brooklyn focuses on
forgiveness. Are justice and forgiveness at odds with each other? Are
the two simultaneously possible?
13. Though the story is not about a virgin birth, certain elements of the
novel were inspired by the account of Mary and Joseph. What similarities
and differences did you notice?

